Serving Alaska and Hawaii for 35 years

Serving more ports than
any other marine carrier
Alaska Marine Lines is a marine transportation
company providing barge service to and from
Alaska and Hawaii. We offer twice-weekly service
to Southeast and Central Alaska, and weekly service
to Prince William Sound and the Yukon Territory
of Canada. Western Alaska hub ports and remote
villages are called upon seasonally. We provide
biweekly service to the Hawaiian Islands through our
Hawaii division, Aloha Marine Lines.
As a full-service marine transportation company,
we move all types of cargo, from necessities like
groceries and cars, to oversized machinery and
other bulky materials for diverse projects in the
mining, oil and construction industries. Our fleet
of equipment includes dry and refrigerated
containers, all sizes of tugs and barges and
specialized pieces to accommodate the most
complex cargo moves.
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Use Dynamic Routing to tailor
your shipments.
Use a combination of transportation modes – barge, truck, ship, rail or
aircraft – to balance speed and cost when shipping to different locations.
You only pay for the speed you need. Slow down shipments with barge
transportation or speed them up via air to arrive just when you need
them in the supply or retail chain. Dynamic Routing is a service unique to
Alaska Marine Lines.

Innovative service, equipment and people
Alaska Marine Lines is part of the Lynden family of companies. Lynden’s combined capabilities
include multi-modal transportation and logistics via air, land and sea. Whether your cargo is
oversize, refrigerated, hazardous, break-bulk, less-than-container or full-container, we’ll get it there
safely, efficiently and within your budget.
We are recognized as innovators in our industry for designing and manufacturing new types and
sizes of equipment. We introduced the world’s first 53' long by 102" wide by 10' high ISO-rated
dry and refrigerated containers, we have the largest 53’ fleet in Alaska and we patented a unique
barge rack system that allows us to carry more rolling stock and container cargo per sailing.

Shipping Solutions
• We provide two Seattle terminals and warehouses to serve
customers. Break bulk and container cargo moves smoothly through our
70-acre intermodal terminal on West Marginal Way, the largest dry cargo
terminal on the West Coast. We can handle cargo arriving by rail, truck, or
water with a 100-door warehouse for LTL and trans-load business.
• We serve a broad range of industries including retail, grocery stores,
fishing, mining, oil and construction. From container cargo to oversized
machinery, we specialize in moving diverse types of cargoes that can be
expensive or impossible to transport by surface or air.
• Whatever you’re moving, we have the equipment to get it there.
Our extensive container fleet includes 20', 24', 40', and 53' Standard,
High-Cube, and Ultra-Cube 102"-wide to fit just about anything you
need shipped. We pride ourselves on the quality and condition of our
equipment.
• Alaska Marine Lines’ knowledgeable customer service
representatives are available locally or toll-free to assist with pricing,
booking or other information. We are known for our friendly, awardwinning customer service and treating our customer as partners.
• Our free EZ Commerce online tracking and tracing service allows
customers to run customized reports, download scanned documents and
follow the freight journey from departure to arrival.
• Lynden’s Cool Chain logistics service manages the seafood supply
chain from start to finish. Fresh or frozen seafood is transported at
just the right speed to meet customers’ requirements while controlling
temperature to maintain the products’ top quality.
• Charter barges and a variety of marine equipment are available for
project needs anywhere in the world.
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